
Orchestra Families
The symphony orchestra can be divided into five instrument families. Members of the
families are 'related' by the similar ways in which they produce sound. The five families are:
the percussion family, the woodwinds the string family, the brass family and the keyboard
family.

The Percussion Family
Percussion instruments were developed thousands of years ago
when early people struck objects together to bring out the rhythms
of dancing and song. The name percussion means hitting one body
against another. All instruments of the Percussion Family are played
by being struck, shaken or scraped. ln the orchestra, the percussion
section provides a variety of rhythms, textures and tone colours.

Percussion instruments can be classified as pitched or non-pitched. Pitched percussion
instruments can play specific notes and thus melodies and harmonies. They include
instruments like xylophones, chimes, and glockenspiels. You might play some of these in
school Orff orchestras. Non-pitched percussion can play different timbres but not specific
notes. You might play instruments like these: sticks, drums, and tambourines, in your
classroom rhythm band.
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The Keyboard Family
An added element not always seen with orchestra but used in some
concerts is the Keyboard Family. Keyboard instruments are often
classified as percussion instruments because they play a rhythmic
role in some music. However, most keyboard instruments are not
true members of the Percussion Family because their sound is not
produced by the vibration of a membrane or solid material.
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Sound is produced on the piano by small hammers striking strings. The hammers are
controlled mechanically and strike the strings when the player's hands press the piano keys.

On the harpsichord the sound is produced when quills pluck the strings as the playe
presses the keys.

ln the organ, air is pushed thr-ough diffbrent length pipes to make the notes.

Electronic keyboards use electricity too, but they have loudspeakers instead of pipes.



Worksheet #1

The Percussion Family
Percussion instruments are played by being struck, shaken or scraped. The player
may use a mallet, his/her hand or strike two instruments together to make either
pitched or non-pitched sounds. Some members of this family are:

,

Snare Drum (non-pitched)

Can you draw the following?

Cymbals (non-pitched)

Chimes, (pitched)

Xylophone (pitched)



Worksheet #5

The Keyboard Family
The members of the Keyboard Family all use a keyboard to make sound in different
ways. \Mren the keys are pressed on the piano, levers cause hammers to hit the
strings. On the harpsichord the strings are plucked. On the organ, air is forced
through different size pipes. The keyboard uses electricity. Some members of the
Keyboard Family are:

Piano

Can you draw these keyboard instruments?

Organ

Harpsichord Electronic keyboard




